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C-Chart: Issues and Resolution 
 

By Forrest W. Breyfogle III 

C-charts are used in quality control to identify when special-cause or out-of-control conditions occur in time-
series count data so that timely corrective actions can be taken to resolve problems. Sometimes data from a c-
chart are also used to describe process capability.  

However, there are issues in how c-charts are often created and applied. Related process-capability statements 
can have issues, too.  

The application shortcoming of c-charts will be described in this article along with an alternative 30,000-foot-
level charting methodology that not only addresses these issues but provides an enhancement to the techniques. 
The described methodology not only improves the accuracy of common-cause and special-cause statements but 
also provides a better and more easily understandable process-capability or process-performance statement that 
is predictive. 

This article will build on the Shewhart1 and Deming2 special-cause and common-cause variability concepts 
described in Control Charting Issues: 30,000-foot-level Chart Resolution as it relates to attribute count data that 
occur in subgroups.  

  

Traditional Control Charting 

The examination of time-series data should lead to the most appropriate action or non-action to occur; however, 
a resulting conclusion of what action or non-action to take can be a function of how the data are examined. This 
point will be illustrated using the data in Table 13, which contains the number of incidents that occurs during a 
monthly subgrouping period. 

 

Table 1: Number of Monthly Incidents 

  

https://www.smartersolutions.com/resources/control-chart-issues-30000-foot-level-chart-resolution
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This data could be the number of safety or health incidents that occurs in an insurance company, hospital, or 
one-shift manufacturing facility during a period of time; i.e., month. In the following analyses, focus will be 
given initially to the assessment of process stability and then, if stable, a process-capability or process-
performance statement could be made.  

Traditionally count (c) occurrence data are tracked over time using a c chart to detect special cause occurrences. 
The lower control limit (LCL) and upper control limit (UCL) for this Shewhart1 control charting strategy are 
determined using the relationships:  

 

From these equations, the LCL and UCL are determined using the average number of counts ( ) and subgroup 
size (n). Whenever a measurement is beyond the LCL or UCL on a control chart, the process is said to be out of 
control. Out-of-control conditions are special-cause conditions, which can trigger causal problem investigations. 
From these relationships, it can be noted that variability between subgroups has no impact on the upper or lower 
control limit calculations.  

For the c chart of this data, which is shown in Figure 1, no causal investigations would have been initiated 
because there are no out-of-control signals. However, using this chart to make timely decisions can be very 
difficult because of the infrequent monthly subgrouping. Also, there are many zero values, which is desirable 
from a response point of view but not from a control charting perspective. One way to get around this problem 
for this set of data is to reduce the subgrouping frequency to, for example, quarterly, but that would make any 
decisions from using this chart even less timely.  
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Figure 1: c chart of monthly instances 

  

30,000-foot-level Charting 

An individuals (X) chart tracks an individual value over time where the chart’s control chart limits consider 
between-subgroup variability. When adjacent subgroups are used to determine average moving range ( ), the 
X chart has a LCL and UCL of: 

 

Unlike with a c-chart, the control limits for an individuals or X chart are a function of the average moving range 
between adjacent subgroups. The importance of capturing between-subgroup variability when calculating 
statistical process control chart upper and lower control limits was discussed in Control Chart Issues: 30,000-
foot-level Chart Resolution 

The X chart is not robust to non-normal data; therefore, for some situations, data need to be transformed when 
creating the control chart. One example of a non-normal condition is when there is or tends to be a natural 

https://www.smartersolutions.com/resources/control-chart-issues-30000-foot-level-chart-resolution
https://www.smartersolutions.com/resources/control-chart-issues-30000-foot-level-chart-resolution
https://www.smartersolutions.com/resources/transforming-individuals-control-chart-data
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boundary condition. For this situation, a control chart with no data transformation can cause false signals where 
common-cause variability appears as to be special cause.  

The process from which the Table 1 data originated has infrequent failures. Instead of the above format, 
consider now that the times between failures were recorded and presented in the format shown in Table 2. Note: 
this is not describing a different situation but an alternative approach for recording failure data.  

 

Table 2: Time Between Each Incident 

  

A 30,000-foot-level chart of this data is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: 30,000-foot-level Chart of Time between Incidents4 

  

This chart indicates that our process is predictable with an estimated mean time between incidents or mean time 
between failure (MTBF) of 84 days. This value could be converted to an average annual or monthly incident 
rate. 

  

Project Creation and Valuation 

Consider that a cost analysis of these failures indicated that improvement was needed. This would be the 
30,000-foot-level metric pulling (using a Lean term) for an improvement project creation. 

Consider that a project’s change was implemented, and this resulted in the 30,000-foot-level chart shown in 
Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: 30,000-foot-level Chart Before and After Change4 

  

This figure indicates that the process has reached a new stability/predictability level from its past level 
estimation of 84 hours between incidents. The new process capability/ performance metric estimate has a 
median of 113 (113.33 rounded off) and frequency of occurrence of 106 (105.78 rounded off) to 121 (120.87 
rounded off). In time, when more data becomes available, this prediction estimate can be refined.  
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